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Not all alternatives
can be identified
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121, 173

Inherent uncertainty
about the world

61, 88

110, 156
Preferences not
always followed
(traditions, rules,
obligations)

Participation is fluid

99, 106, 119
Action by strategic
actors

Preferences are not
exogenous, stable,
consistent and
precise

Time and attention
are scarce
resources

8, 16, 32
121, 173

World is complex,
ambiguous and
random

Many interdependent
variables and feedback
loops

Domain
specialization,
decentralization

II. Coping with the environment

52, 54, 55, 106
32

16, 32
Humans have limited
computational
abilities

Organizations are
boundedly rational

THE CHALLENGE

How do
organizations deal
with that situation?

Solutions and problems
connected through
simultaneity not relevance

44, 57, 86, 175

Sequential
attention to goals

A garbage can model
of organizational
behaviour

Avoid conflict

88

Conflict among
participants

Organizational
goals are
problematic

Attention to choices
depends on other choices
available

Goal ambiguity

101
16, 32, 48

149

173

They learn from
own experience and
experience of
others

Maintaining slack

8, 19, 32, 73
They search by trial
and error: what to
do, how to do it and
what to hope for

16, 32, 101, 173

111, 173
Successful leaders
High-intellect
learning (from
stories and models)

Business cases,
success stories

III. Problems

106, 173

But that is
problematic too

Myth of historical efficiency

82, 158

Satisficing: success is a
state, not a variable

16, 110

Role of slack in buffering
environmental pressures

16, 110

Myth of human significance
Myth of individual leader
significance

Small sample size
History constructed by
actors

61, 94, 95

we learn from stories not
history

History is ambiguous:
not always clear
what happened

Information is not
innocent (gossip,
strategic behaviour)

32, 72

Logic of appropriateness
vs. consequence

History is complex and
uncertain

85, 101, 121

50, 106, 154, 173

75, 84, 94, 95

32

Local search,
problemistic search

Trial and error
learning leads to
success and failure
traps

The stories and
models are myths

59, 63

49, 101

32

Myth of rationality

Myth of hierarchy: problems
broken down, delegated

Positive actions are
repeated and negative
avoided

Low-intellect
learning

Experiences are
encoded into rules,
norms and rituals

undesampling of bad
alternatives

111

112

IV. Managerial solutions

16, 28, 32

16, 32, 99

Coevolution of
environment

1, 52, 54, 55

V. Academia

We discover our
preferences
through action

Preferences evolve
through learning

Maciej Workiewicz (INSEAD) and Jiyang Dong (INSEAD)

99, 119

45, 58

103, 130, 147

109, 118, 121

Experiencing history
richly (learning from
anticipations)

Using consultants and
academics to gain new
insights

111

111

Close histories (near misses)

Learning from small
samples
Simulating
experience

Hypothetical histories
(testing a model with
alternative assumptions)

109, 118

What can managers
and organizations
do?

-

Balancing
exploration and
exploitation

-

45, 58, 164

-

Manage the garbage
can process

Manage garbage cans through
organizational design
Improve quality and increase
inventory of choices available

Strive for knowledge not relevance

Be innocent but not ignorant

152 Academia is a calling, not a job

-

86

Change needs to be
implemented persistently
to have an effect

What can scholars
do?

avoidance of risky
alternatives
Success traps
Failure traps

105

Importance of
foolishness

79

70

Importance of
maintaining variety

109

143

Help managers in how to think, not what to think

143

reward foolish
behaviour
Create myth
obligation

